
SAP on Azure 

Summary: 

Moving SAP Applications to the Cloud fundamentally changes your operating model. Traditional SAP 

applications are not Cloud native and so need careful analysis to make the migration and transition as 

seamless as possible. 

 
 Offer Description 

From landscape design to managed support, providing clients and partners an efficient, reliable, and 

flexible solution is our passion. We support the complete Lifecycle:                                                                                                                                                                                   

Advisory: Our advisory services provide thought leadership in landscape design and architecture, 

ensuring long-term success for our customers 

Delivery: Our delivery services showcase our unrivaled SAP on Cloud expertise and passion for 

excellence.  Precision in delivery is our specialty. 

Support:Our managed services help keep you ahead of the curve, with runtime and project support 

second to none. 

Key partnerships with Azure  means we can offer tailored cloud services which are thoughtful and 

custom to customers landscape.   

We focus on reliability, performance, and recovery means that customers get an end to end solution for 

their SAP environment. But we don’t just perform the analysis, we also provide the cloud migration 

services and long term support for their cloud infrastructure. 

 

Solution Components: 

Basically SAP on Azure Consists of Four Major Pillars: 

1. Assessment: This service will help customers to define their readiness to move to the cloud, the 

sequencing of the migration and the plan of how to do it. COMPASS - Agent and non-agent based 

depending upon the client agreement with the current DC provider.  

2. Migration : Cloud Migrations need care and attention to detail, without a solid foundation in SAP and 

Cloud customers risk their migration.  Mindtree are the SAP experts on Cloud – we do the heavy lifting 

of moving  SAP applications. Using MAPS - Mindtree Accelerated Platform for SAP, SAP Cloud Migration 

Factory 

3. Accelerators/Mindtree IPs: Our packaged solutions for SAP on Cloud include – Solution Manager 

QuikDeploy and Cloud  automated deployment scripts - MVC " Minimum Viable Cloud" 

4. CloudOps:Running AMS on Cloud is not the same as on-premise – our teams understand how to 

operate your SAP landscape with the dynamicity of cloud environments. Using tools like MWATCH, 

Solution Manager 



Why Mindtree: 

Methodology:  

Well established and demonstrated methodology tailored to specific needs and 

challenges to ensure a successful project 

The Specialist:  

We are experienced in moving SAP workloads to the cloud with several badges to our 

credit. Our team of experts offer advisory services, Migration and Ops services 

Recognition:  

  Award winning SAP practice recognized by SAP for quality and innovation. Recipient of 

SAP Pinnacle award.  

 

Cloud Management Tools: 

   Integrated Cloud Ops & Governance for effectively managing your SAP 

Landscape on Cloud  

 

Partnership:  

  We believe that our partnership with Microsoft Azure provides the best outcomes for 

our customers. 

 

Key Benefits achieved: 

1.Cloud management platform for hybrid cloud management and customer self service 

2. DevOps underlying infrastructure managed services 

3. Bare metal appliances monitoring 

4. Real-time and predictive analytics and security services 

5. Bot-enabled ticketing and service system 

6. IT automation and scalability  

7. Real-time and predictive analytics 

 

 


